ROCKWELL UNSCRIPTED CREATIVE WALL can be both backdrop and focal point. As a freestanding plane or connected by crossbeams, it defines and creates open-ended spaces, allowing for circulation and connection within the open plan. It uses scale and a combination of aperture and enclosure to create landmarks, pavilions, portals, studios, and workshops for individuals or teams.

A variety of surface materials and interactive elements support and encourage creativity. Its expandable planning capabilities make for unlimited opportunities to design unique, immersive workplaces that can evolve over time.

SPECIFICATIONS

Preconfigured Creative Wall
4"D
(single plane, freestanding; complete with frame and surfaces)

Modular Wall Frames
3"D

Columns
4"D

Crossbeams
4"D

Surfaces
½"D

Fins
2½"D
(perforated steel, fixed and center offset pivot)

Accessories/Add-on Components
- Sliding Conversation Board
- Hanging Conversation Board
- Drapery Rack
- Monitor Mount

FABRIC

Grade 10-55 Panel Fabric

LAMINATE

Grade 10-55 Panel Fabric
Bright White
Folkstone Grey
Medium Grey
Jet Black
Whitened Ash
Silver-wood
Smoke-wood
Barn-wood

VENEEER

Birch
Natural Oak
Pippy Oak
Rustic Walnut

PAINTED PERFORATED STEEL

Bright White
Folkstone Grey
Medium Grey
Black Brown
Jet Black

PAINT

Bright White
Folkstone Grey
Medium Grey
Black Brown
Jet Black

SPECIALTY SURFACES

3mm FilzFelt
63 colors
Cork
Magnetized Porcelain
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